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As  I  write 
t h i s ,  t h e 
best soccer 

teams in the world are 
competing in the 2018 
World Cup, and I can’t 
help but draw some 

parallels between this global tournament 
and our local awards event.

For many of the countries fighting for 
glory in the World Cup, reaching Russia, 
where the competition is being held, is 
the real accomplishment. My personal 
favorite is the story of Iceland, a tiny 
country of a little more than 300,000 
souls that managed to defeat some of the 
best footballing nations to qualify for the 
World Cup. 

Many regard Iceland as a fairytale 
story, as if the country arrived at the Red 
Square by magic. That view diminishes 
this tiny nation’s achievement. In truth, 
Iceland held its own because of its solid 
defense, awesome teamwork and attacking 
skill, and its indomitable never surrender 
Viking spirit.  

In the same manner, the true honor 
in Best of the Capitol is getting the 
nomination. Winning the award is, as they 
often say, mere icing on the cake. 

Indeed, the best recognition of one’s 
work is the one bestowed by one’s peers. 
This is the highest form of compliment. 

One final note: The Arizona Capitol 
Times newsroom is not involved in 
selecting Best of the Capitol nominees. 

All the best,

Luige del Puerto
Editor & Associate Publisher
Arizona News Service

J Only the best
Luige deL Puerto
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Thank you 
for making 

 Best of the Capitol 
a success!
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Rep. Doug 
Coleman

Sen. Kate Brophy 
McGee

Gov. Doug 
Ducey

Rep. Heather 
Carter

House Speaker J.D. 
Mesnard

U.S. Sen. John McCain

Best Elected Official– Republican

u.s. sen. John mccain

Honorees

A t the twilight of his storied life, U.S. Sen. John McCain has embraced 
what likely is his final role – that of the nation’s conscience, the 
statesman reminding his countrymen of the values that many have 
conveniently discarded in the pursuit of what he once described as “half-

baked, spurious nationalism.”
McCain is fighting glioblastoma, an aggressive form of brain cancer, which has prevented 

him from returning to the U.S. Senate since coming home to Arizona last year to undergo 
treatment. But even in his physical absence, he is ever present. 

Deploying his Twitter feed, McCain has weighed in on the country’s biggest debates, 
asking colleagues to reject President Trump’s nominee as CIA director over her role in 
overseeing “enhanced” interrogation techniques at the agency, reminding the homeland of 
its immigrant roots and holding up America’s free trade values even as the White House 
marches to the drumbeat of a tariffs war.

“To our allies,” he wrote on Twitter this month, “bipartisan majorities of Americans 
remain pro-free trade, pro-globalization & supportive of alliances based on 70 years of shared 
values. Americans stand with you, even if our president doesn’t.”

According to Emmy winner Teddy Kurnhardt, who worked on the HBO documentary 
about McCain’s life, Arizona’s senior senator insisted that any documentary about him should 
honestly reflect that he’s all too human and not a maverick, and that he made mistakes.

Here’s an “honest” retelling of McCain’s life. He was born into privilege, fought for his 
country, became a prisoner of war, and dedicated his life to public service. He is a father, a 
husband, a dear friend to many.

As for his mistakes, he made many. His record will forever be marred by the Keating 
Five scandal. He was cited by a Senate committee for “poor judgment” – a mild rebuke 
– for having met with regulators. His outbursts are legendary. In 2015, McCain said then-
candidate Donald Trump’s visit to Phoenix has “fired up the crazies.” He is famous for his 
temper, and it’s a testament to his outsized stature that having been at the receiving end of 
that temper is considered a badge of honor.

In a profile piece last year, lobbyist Chuck Coughlin, who was finance director of McCain’s 
first U.S. Senate campaign, said Arizona’s senior senator has lived up to the tradition of public 
service carved out by the likes of Barry Goldwater.

“He leaves a fine example for everybody else for being true to yourself,” Coughlin said.
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Honorees

Best Debater – Republican

reP. eddie FarnsworthI t’s hard to imagine 
a Best Debater’s 
list without Rep. 
Eddie Farnsworth 

on it.
You may disagree with his point, 

but you will readily agree that he 
is articulating it clearly, and yes, it 
makes sense.

Farnsworth also won this 
category in 2014 and 2013. 

Indeed, the Gilbert Republican 
has represented his constituents 
in the East Valley with a nearly 
unmatched ability to debate and 
defend his positions on legislation 
and espouse his ideas on how the 
state should operate.

Farnsworth can boast of 
knowing the legislative process and 
parliamentary maneuvers as well 
as anybody. He is, after all, a Capitol veteran who has fought in Arizona’s biggest policy fights, and while his 
brand of conservatism doesn’t always win – he has scars to prove it – his opponents know best to prepare 
before engaging him in a debate.  

“Representative Farnsworth knows how to interject doubt into the minds of his colleagues so they 
question their vote,” said one person who nominated him as Best Debater.

“A combination of knowledge and swagger typically shuts down the competition,” said another.
Farnsworth, an attorney by trade and president of the Benjamin Franklin Charter School, first joined the 

Legislature in 2001. He was the House majority leader in 2003 and 2004.

J

or years, 
Democrats 
tried but failed 
to win the 
Senate seat in 

Legislative District 18.
Then in 2016, Sean Bowie 

finally cracked the code, 
securing the seat for the first 
time for his party since the 
political maps were drawn eight 
years ago.

Bowie’s challenge is 
steeper than that of his fellow 
Democrats. He has to hold onto 
to the coalition of voters that 
sent him to the state Capitol, 
which primarily means he has 
to demonstrate that he can work 
with colleagues from across the 
partisan aisle, as well as show he 
can get a bill through the process.

He satisfied both this year, having persuaded Republicans to cosponsor his proposals 
and getting the governor to sign a bill to require local governments to ensure that their 
communications with persons with disabilities are effective. 

Indeed, Bowie’s bipartisan streak has been palpable in his two legislative sessions. In 2017, 
he worked with then-senator and now Congresswoman Debbie Lesko on legislation on medical 
billing. 

“When I decide how to vote on things, I always look out for what’s best for my district. It’s 
not so much about party or ideology,” he told the Arizona Capitol Times last year.

Prior to joining the Legislature, Bowie worked for the provost’s office at Arizona State 
University, where he also got his degrees in political science and history.

Best Elected Official – Democrat

sen. sean BowieF

Sen. Sean Bowie, D-Phoenix

Rep. Eddie Farnsworth, R-Gilbert (left), with Arizona Capitol Times Associate Pub-
lisher & Editor Luige del Puerto 

Rep. Lela Alston

Rep. Randy Friese Maricopa County 
Sheriff Paul Penzone

Rep. Mark 
Cardenas

Rep. Rebecca Rios

Honorees

House Speaker  
J.D. Mesnard

Sen. Steve Smith Senate President  
Steve Yarbrough

Sen. John 
Kavanagh

Rep. Heather 
Carter
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R ep. Heather Carter, a Republican from Cave Creek, 
has carved out a reputation as a prolific legislator who 
can get things done. 

Over the years, she has emerged as a leader 
in many of the state’s biggest decisions, notably in the area of health care 
and education. That’s partly because of her politics. Carter is known as a 
pragmatist, a lawmaker interested more in what works and less in what’s 
ideologically pure. For example, she quietly worked on legislation to lift the 
limit on the number of years an international teacher can teach in the state, 
a small but meaningful policy change that helps address Arizona’s teacher 
shortage. 

That’s also because of her ethos. Carter excels in working behind the 
scenes, as evidenced by the number of bills she successfully shepherds 
through the process each year, many of which didn’t attract the media’s 
attention. 

And she has proven time and again that she will out-hustle just about 
anybody. In the recently concluded session, for example, she introduced 
roughly 60 bills, half of which became law.  

Indeed, Carter has earned a reputation as a policymaker who has no 
qualms about taking on big and complex issues, including policies with 
monumental significance for the state. In 2013, she played a pivotal role in 
the biggest health care expansion in Arizona in recent years, and this year, the 
legislation to combat the opioid epidemic went through her committee. 

Carter is always on the lookout for changes that would make life more 
convenient for the state’s citizens. For example, she pushed legislation to 
ensure that services offered via telemedicine for urology, pain medicine and 
substance abuse are covered.

The person who nominated Carter in the category of Best Bill sponsor 
summed her work this way: “She knows her bills, works them hard, is willing 
to work with anyone and takes nothing for granted.”

ypically shut 
out of the 
big policy 
decisions 
by the 

majority party, Democrats have 
few avenues to fight for their 
priorities. Often, the only tool 
that’s available is persuasion on 
the House or Senate floor, where 
they have a chance to change the 
minds of their colleagues on a 
bill or amendment.

That’s also why the 
competition for the best 
Democrat debater  is always 
fierce. The party has a deep 
bench of seasoned interlocutors, 
and each nominee deserves the 
award. 

But this year’s winner is Rep. 
Ken Clark, a Phoenix Democrat whose stubble is as suave as his rhetorical skills.

Indeed, you can’t hold a policy debate without hearing from Clark – whether it’s about 
reporting requirements for lobbyists, the age eligibility for candidates of political office, energy 
issues, or, one of his favorite subjects, dark money.

“He knows his facts and articulates his position clearly,” said the individual who nominated 
him for the award.

Clark is a Realtor by trade – no wonder persuasion comes so naturally to him. He joined the 
House in 2004 and 2005, and successfully ran again in 2014. His political experience is vast. 
At one point, he was the campaign adviser to the Australian Labor Party. Clark also served as 
director of the Arizona Department of Commerce Energy Office.

Best Debater – Democrat

reP. Ken cLarK T

JBest Committee Chair

reP. heather carter  
Best Bill Sponsor– HouseJ

Sen. John  
Kavanagh

Rep. Doug 
Coleman

Rep. Eddie  
Farnsworth

Rep. Eddie 
Farnsworth

Sen. Sonny 
Borrelli

Rep. Jeff 
Weninger

Rep. Rusty 
Bowers

Rep. Paul Boyer

Rep. Doug 
Coleman

Rep. T.J. Shope

Honorees
Best Committee 

Chair
Best Bill 

Sponsor - House

Rep. Ken Clark, D-Phoenix

Rep. Heather Carter, R-Cave Creek

Honorees

Rep. Randy 
Friese

Sen. Sean Bowie Rep. Mark 
Cardenas

Sen. Steve 
Farley

Sen. Katie Hobbs
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Toughest Bill/Hardest Sell

governor’s water agendaT o paraphrase Arizona Capitol Times 
reporter Carmen Forman, Gov. Doug 
Ducey’s water agenda tried to cross 
the Colorado River and promptly 

drowned.
Ducey had laid out an ambitious plan to overhaul how 

the state manages this precious resource, notably giving 
the Arizona Department of Water Resources authority to 
forbear the use of Colorado River water.

That proposal quickly reignited a long-simmering 
feud between the state agency and Central Arizona Water 
Conservation District Board, which manages the CAP 
canal and which has authority to forbear Colorado River 
water.

The way Capitol regulars put it, the Governor’s Office 
settled on a plan and then asked folks engaged in water 
policy to support it. That might work in other areas, but 
not in water policy, they said.

The Governor’s Office also made the mistake of not 
inviting legislators to its initial closed-door meetings.

By the time Rep. Rusty Bowers, R-Mesa, and Sen. 
Gail Griffin, R-Hereford, introduced their own water 
legislation, positions had hardened and relationships had 
soured.

“At the beginning of the session, expectations were 
high,” David Iwanski, AZ Water Association director, 
told the Arizona Capitol Times in May. “By the end of the 
session, they were zero.”

J

he true test 
of tenacity 
is a person’s 
unwillingness 
to give up, 

despite all the evidence pointing to a 
sure defeat.

That’s the story of Proposition 301, a 
sales tax approved by voters in 2000 and 
dedicated to K-12 education that was set 
to expire in 2021.

The Senate measure to extend 
Prop. 301 for 20 years, which was 
sponsored by Sen. Kate Brophy McGee, 
and its identical version in the House, 
which was championed by Rep. Doug 
Coleman, had languished for weeks and 
were destined to die a quiet death.

While the governor signaled that 
he was willing to entertain a “modern” 
Proposition 301, he hinted that he 
preferred to tackle the issue in 2020. In addition, the prevailing sentiment at the state Capitol was that the GOP-dominated 
Legislature would never approve a tax hike. Thus, if Proposition 301 were extended, it would have to be accomplished at 
the ballot box.

But on the issue of funding certainty for schools, Brophy McGee and Coleman simply wouldn’t take no for an answer.
In March, House Speaker J.D. Mesnard removed a legislative obstacle to passing the bill’s House version, breathing new 

life to a proposal that was deemed more or less dead.
Then Senate President Steve Yarbrough said his chamber, too, will fast track the bill’s passage, and by the fifth day, the 

governor had signed the proposal.
The person who nominated Brophy McGee, who joined the Legislature in 2011 as a member of the Arizona House of 

Representatives and who was elected to the Senate in 2017, noted that she would take on the toughest issues: “She doesn’t 
give up on bills.”

Best Bill Sponsor – Senate

sen. Kate BroPhy mcgeeT

Honorees
• H2479/S1392 (TPT; 

digital goods & 
services) 

• Proposition 301 
Extension: S1390 
(TPT; additional rate; 
education)

• H2011 (Cosmetology; 
licensing exceptions) 

• HCM2006 (Equal 
Rights Amendment 
deadlines; urging 
Congress)

• Recreational marijuana 
legalization

Sen. Kate Brophy McGee, R-Phoenix (left), with Arizona Capitol Times 
Associate Publisher & Editor Luige del Puerto 

Katie Fischer (left), Gov. Doug Ducey’s Director of Legislative Affairs, receives the 
award on the governor’s team’s behalf.  

Honorees

Sen. Sonny 
Borelli

Sen. Nancy Barto Sen. Kimberly Yee

Sen. John 
Kavanagh

Sen. Karen Fann
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rightly 
colored 
socks. 
Check.

Matching 
tie. Check.

The best looking suit this side 
of Wall Street. Check.

The truly relevant question 
for Russell Smoldon is: “Where 
dost thou shop, brother?”

Smoldon, the CEO of B3 
Strategies, is unequivocally and 
consistently one of the best 
dressed creatures at the Capitol. 

The individual who 
nominated him put it this 
way: “Seriously, this needs an 
explanation? Russell is always 
the best dressed person in any 
room.”

Smoldon, of course, is no empty suit. He has more than 30 years of public policy experience, 
particularly in the areas of energy, environment, health care and economic development. His 
knowledge of water policy runs deep, an expertise he showcased while moderating the Arizona 
Capitol Times’ forum on water earlier this year. 

Plus, he is also the funniest and most engaging emcee in the state, which is the same reason 
why he again hosted this year’s Best of the Capitol awards.

Smoldon founded B3 Strategies after spending 25 years at Salt River Project, where he 
managed the utility’s government relations operation.

Best Dressed 

russeLL smoLdon B

Best Committee of the Whole Chair 

house sPeaKer J.d. mesnardT he phrase “just 
like herding 
cats,” which is 
often applied 

to the Arizona Legislature, connotes 
passiveness, as if the cats are merrily 
wandering about their ways or lazily 
gazing out a window while lounging on 
the sofa.

The House of Representatives is not 
like that at all. It’s more like going on an 
East African safari, getting stranded in the 
wild, and fending off charging hyenas.

So, it’s more like herding a pack of 
wild, hungry dogs bent on making their 
dinner.

And that job often falls on the 
Committee of the Whole chairman, who 
must be able to complete the business of 
the chamber while maintaining decorum.

And this year was particularly challenging, with tempers flaring and patience in short supply.
House Speaker J.D. Mesnard doesn’t always chair a Committee of the Whole debate, so winning this category is the state 

Capitol’s collective appreciation for his efforts to maintain a semblance of civility in his chamber.
Indeed, the House speaker has had to deal with a House investigation into allegations of sexual harassment, preside over 

the expulsion of a fellow Republican, and constantly try to defuse tension among a cantankerous, irritable and oh-so-easily 
offended band of characters.

At one point, Mesnard was so frustrated by the lack of productivity and unrest on the floor that he opted to adjourn for 
the day after members voted on a bill. “It’s been a bad Thursday. Fortunately, tomorrow is Good Friday,” he said. “So, please 
go home, repent, do some soul searching, whatever it is, so that when we come here on Monday, we can be a little more civil 
and a little more productive.”

It’s a good thing Mesnard has been around for a long time. He began as a 21-year-old intern in 2002 before moving on to 
a staff position in the Senate. He can find affirmation from his experience that, while it may seem rough, it could always get 
worse.

J

House Speaker J.D. Mesnard (left), with Arizona Capitol Times  
Associate Publisher & Editor Luige del Puerto 

Russell Smoldon (right) of B3 Strategies is also the host of Best of the Capitol Joining 
him is Arizona Capitol Times Associate Publisher & Editor Luige del Puerto. 

Honorees

Honorees

Danny Seiden

Kelsey Lundy Penny Allee Taylor

Ryan 
O’Daniel

Michael Racy

Rep. David 
Cook

Rep. Jill Norgaard Sen. Steve Smith

Rep. Eddie 
Farnsworth

Rep. Jeff Weninger
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Best Activist 

Brandy weLLsT his year’s com-
petition for 
Best Activist 
is particularly 

fierce. 
One activist organized the biggest 

teacher protest Arizona has ever seen. 
Another activist has dedicated her life 
to protecting the environment. One has 
done more for children than perhaps 
any other advocate. Another is deep in 
the trenches in the fight to make sure 
human services are accessible. Another 
has fought time and again for technical 
education funding and yet another has 
often swayed policymakers on why a 
conservative approach to policymaking 
is good for the state. 

But Brandy Wells, a former science 
teacher, achieved something else 
entirely – she caused hairstylists to 
protest at the Capitol. 

Wells, the Arizona Chamber of Commerce and Industry’s vice president of external affairs, was pushing for 
legislation to exempt folks who dry, style, arrange, dress, curl, hot iron or shampoo and condition hair from 
cosmetology licensing requirements.

She argued that the licensing regulations require thousands of hours and dollars, effectively pricing out folks who 
can’t afford to spend the time or money – or both – to get the license. 

Brandy is also a member of the Arizona Board of Cosmetology, and when she tweeted out that she would work 
to educate her colleagues on the board “on how not to behave a like a cartel,” the blow back to her blow dry cause 
was blistering.

“Your logic on deregulation of cosmetology is much like your hair, Brandy Wells. Dull and flat,” one critic told 
her on social media.

The blow dry bill ultimately dried out, so expect Wells to be back at the Capitol next year, tilting not just at 
cosmetology licensing requirements but other state regulations that she believes are holding ordinary citizens back.

J

Brandy Wells (left), Vice President, External Affairs at Arizona Chamber of Commerce & 
Industry, with Arizona Capitol Times Associate Publisher & Editor Luige del Puerto  

J
J

he long-running joke at the Capitol is that the Best 
Lobbyist category should be renamed the “Don 
Isaacson Best Lobbyist Award.”

Actually, there’s more truth to it than comedy.
With 36 years of lobbying experience, Isaacson’s 

expertise is wide and deep – from banking to insurance to water and public 
health. He has also worked on issues affecting law enforcement, public safety, 
telecommunications, optometry, higher education, budget and finance, 
taxation, special districts, and professional licensing for various trades.

In the recently concluded legislative session, many credit Isaacson and his 
firm, Isaacson & Walsh, P.C., for helping to halt a proposal that would have 
effectively wrestled away forbearance authority from the Central Arizona 
Water Conservation District, one of his firm’s numerous clients.

The mark of a solid lobbyist is honest representation, and that’s especially 
true in a world where one’s word is the currency. At the state Capitol, 
Isaacson’s work stands out, and colleagues regard him as the consummate 
professional, the lobbyist who understands that a good lobbyist fights the 
good fight for his clients but doesn’t seek to tear down his opponents. 

That helps explain why Isaacson has won this award a record eight times.
“He is thorough, direct and honestly presents the case in committee. 

He fights hard for his clients and doesn’t give up,” said one individual who 
nominated him as Best Lobbyist. 

“Represents his issues fairly and works honestly for his clients,” said 
another. 

Isaacson received his bachelor’s degree from Augustana College, and his 
law degree from Arizona State University, where he was also a member of 
the law school’s editorial board. He served as majority counsel to the Arizona 
House of Representatives from 1975 to 1982.

Best Testifier in Committee 
Best Lobbyist

don isaacson T
Russell Smoldon Becky Hill

Barry Aarons Amy Love

Wendy Briggs Eileen Klein

Chuck Coughlin Kathy Senseman

Gretchen Jacobs Kelsey Lundy

Best Lobbyist
Honorees

Best Testifier in 
Committee

Don Isaacson of Isaacson and Walsh (left), with Arizona Capitol Times  
Associate Publisher & Editor Luige del Puerto

Honorees

Dana Naimark

Tina Norton

Scot Mussi

Sandy Bahr

Emily Jenkins

Noah Karvelis
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ore 
than a 
decade 
ago, 
Amy 

Love was in a different place 
– a tattoo parlor, to be more 
specific.

She had dropped out of 
college and was working for a 
pet shop. She quit her job after 
the pet shop began ordering 
puppies from puppy mills. 
When she walked into a tattoo 
shop, where she and her sister 
had each gotten a tattoo, she 
ended up getting hired on the 
spot as a receptionist.

Later, she found herself at a 
city council meeting trying to 
stop a use permit for a shop that had opened illegally and had been tattooing minors. 

She had found her calling. The experience prompted her to consider going back to school, 
and in her final semester, Love interned at the Arizona Supreme Court, which effectively never 
let her go.

Except for a year in which she served as the legislative liaison for the Arizona Corporation 
Commission, Love has worked for the Arizona Supreme Court since 2006, first as a legislative 
analyst and now as deputy government affairs director.

Lobbying on behalf of a branch of government that’s not always popular with the folks 
who hold the purse string is no cakewalk, but colleagues say Love does it professionally and 
expertly.

Best Government Lobbyist

amy LoveM

Best Lobbyist Under 40 

cheyenne waLsh

ust as some 
say the Best 
Lobbyist 
Award 
should be 
renamed 
the “Don 

Isaacson Best Lobbyist Award,” 
so should the Best Lobbyist 
Under 40 category be called the 
“Cheyenne Walsh Best Lobbyist 
Award.”

Walsh has won this category 
for the third year in a row.

“She is determined and 
thorough, and she presents her 
clients’ perspective honestly,” 
said one individual who 
nominated her for the award.

Colleagues say Walsh 
represents what the next generation of lobbyists should look like – passionate, thorough, 
honest.  

Walsh cut her teeth on politics and government as a legislative intern for the Arizona Senate 
Government & Transportation Committee. 

She worked as legislative associate with the League of Arizona Cities and Towns, where she 
developed her expertise on land use, utilities, development fees, taxes and budget. 

After being admitted to the State Bar of Arizona, she worked for the law firm Squire Patton 
Boggs.

She joined Don Isaacson’s practice in 2015.

J

J

Cheyenne Walsh of Isaacson and Walsh (left), with Arizona Capitol Times  
Associate Publisher & Editor Luige del Puerto 

Amy Love

Honorees

Gretchen 
Conger

Amy Love Dianne McCallister

Katie  
Prendergast

Steve Moortel

Honorees

Gretchen 
Conger

Jennifer Marson Amanda Rusing

Katie Fischer Patrice Kraus
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Best Capitol/Political Lawyer 

JeFF Kros T he lawyers 
who prowl 
Arizona’s 
Capitol 

are a special breed.
Their actions – or inactions 

– can have significant 
repercussions for the state’s 6 
million residents. That’s why 
they must be not only experts 
of government law but also 
adroit students of politics. 
Their best work can break 
a stalemate over the most 
complex court challenges.

And this year’s nominees 
have both expertise of the law 
and political savvy. They are 
also friends, rivals, colleagues 
and courtroom protagonists. 

This year’s winner, Jeff Kros, is a true specialist on the inner workings of state government, 
having seen it as a lobbyist and government worker.

Kros is the assistant general counsel and policy adviser of the Arizona Senate. Previously, 
he worked as inter-government program manager of the Arizona Municipal Water Users 
Association, senior policy adviser for the lobbying firm Triadvocates and as legislative director 
of the League of Arizona Cities and Towns.

Kros received his law degree from Creighton University School of Law. 

J

Best Lobbying Firm 

isaacson & waLsh, P.c.
hen it comes to lobbying, a few powerhouses rise 
to the top, and sitting at the pinnacle, according 
to Arizona Capitol Times readers, is Isaacson & 
Walsh, P.C.

The firm, founded by Don Isaacson nearly four decades ago, is 
considered among the best of the best. 

The secret to the firm’s success is no secret at all – hard work, 
passion, honesty and integrity.

At the firm’s helm are Isaacson and Cheyenne Walsh, who joined 
the firm a few years ago. Recently, the firm added Marie Isaacson, 
who has over 30 years of state government experience. Marie is 
married to Don. 

The firm represents some of the biggest firms in Arizona, the 
United States and the world, including Amazon, Bank of America 
and Central Arizona Water Conservation District.

That the firm works for Central Arizona Water Conservation 
District is also notable, given the big fight over water legislation 
this year. Many credit the firm for stopping legislation that would 
have effectively wrestled away the district’s water forbearance 
authority.

J

W

Jeff Kros (left), Assistant General Counsel & Policy Advisor at the Arizona Senate, with  
Arizona Capitol Times Associate Publisher & Editor Luige del Puerto

Don Isaacson (left) and Cheyenne Walsh (middle), with Arizona Capitol Times Associate Publisher 
& Editor Luige del Puerto. It’s a sweep for the duo in this year’s Best of the Capitol awards.  

Honorees

Honorees

Kory Langhofer

Brett Johnson

Mike Liburdi

Danny Seiden

Joe Kanefield

Tom Collins
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Best Political Rising Star 

reP. micheLLe udaLL F ew names in 
Arizona carry 
as much history 
and expectation 

as the name Udall.
Now Rep. Michelle Udall carries 

that burden and opportunity.
A self-proclaimed “geek,” math 

and science had interested her at 
an early age. She had grown up 
shooting rockets with her brothers. 
She went on to Harvard University, 
and earned a degree in computer 
sciences from Arizona State 
University.

Udall, who won a seat in the 
Arizona House of Representatives 
in 2016, teaches math at Mountain 
View High School.

The Mesa Republican’s work 
this year proved crucial in 
approving a huge pay increase for teachers.

Prior to Gov. Doug Ducey’s announcement that he would be seeking a 20 percent salary hike for 
educators, Udall had been working with colleagues on a plan of their own with a similar goal. When 
the Governor’s Office reached out seeking support for Ducey’s proposal, she and her group jumped on 
board.

Later, she likened providing sufficient resources to teachers to delivering water to the state’s first 
settlers in an area where water resources are scarce. 

“We need to do it right in a way that is permanent and fiscally responsible,” she said. 
Udall, who served on the Mesa Public School Governing Board for four years, had married into the 

famous Arizona political family.

J

J

f Arizona 
ever gets 
tornadoes, be 
assured that 
Wendy Baldo 

can keep the legislative work 
humming.

Better yet, she can probably 
foresee that tornado forming and 
divert it somewhere else, say, to 
California, for example.

Baldo is the calming force 
that ensures legislators actually 
accomplish the business of 
policymaking. She offers 
institutional knowledge, the kind 
that can help policymakers avoid 
costly errors.

“She gets stuff done, and if 
Wendy says it’s gonna happen, it’s 
gonna happen,” one individual who nominated her for the award said. 

Baldo had cut her teeth on state government in 1988 in Gov. Rose Mofford’s administration, 
and she has worked in the Arizona Senate in various capacities since 1993. 

In 2009, then-Senate President Bob Burns hired her as chief of staff, and her advice and 
guidance proved indispensable to leaders as the state careened toward financial and political 
chaos following the Great Recession. 

In short, Baldo has seen it all, and that’s why her expertise has been sought by five Senate 
presidents in succession – Burns, Russell Pearce, Steve Pierce, Andy Biggs and currently, Steve 
Yarbrough.

Best Capitol Staffer 

wendy BaLdo I

Wendy Baldo, Senate Majority Chief of Staff

Rep. Michelle Udall, R-Mesa

Honorees

Michael Hunter

Richard Stavneak Amilyn Pierce

Daniel 
Scarpinato

Jeff Kros

Honorees

Brandy Wells

Katie Prendergast Stephen Shadegg

Dawn  
Penich-Thacker

Katie Franquist
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J

ention 
the name 
Jessica 
Pacheco 
and 

several adjectives immediately 
come to mind: Intelligent, savvy, 
shrewd, adroit, astute, to name a 
few.

And here’s one thing Capitol 
regulars will tell newcomers – 
don’t pick a fight with Pacheco. 
That’s just like banging your head 
against a rock.

Pacheco, the vice president 
for state and local affairs at 
Arizona Public Service, has 
built a reputation as one of the 
most politically keen minds at 
the state Capitol. She can divine 
resolutions to problems that have yet to arise. Nobody would be surprised if she turned out to be 
the incarnation of Pythia, priestess of the Temple of Apollo at Delphi.

Pacheco also serves as president of the Arizona-Mexico Commission board of directors and as 
chairwoman of the Arizona Chamber of Commerce Foundation.

She is a veteran at APS, having worked at the state’s largest utility in various roles from 1997 
to 2006. She lobbied for the Arizona Chamber of Commerce and Industry for a few years, and 
then returned to APS in 2009.

Pacheco, who is fluent in Spanish and Portuguese, received her bachelor’s degree from the 
University of Arizona. She is also a graduate of the Stanford Executive Program and recently 
completed MIT’s Nuclear Reactor Technology course.

Best Power Broker

Jessica PachecoM

Don Isaacson of Isaacson and Walsh (left), with Arizona Capitol Times  
Associate Publisher & Editor Luige del Puerto

Best Power Couple
sen. Kate BroPhy mcgee  
and reP. doug coLemanQ uestion: What happens 

when you put Sen. Kate 
Brophy McGee and 
Rep. Doug Coleman 

together?
Answer: Miracles.
The two Republican legislators didn’t 

exactly raise Lazarus from the dead, but 
their successful drive to push through 
legislation that was more or less dead on 
arrival was nothing short of a miracle.

They each introduced legislation 
to extend Proposition 301, a voter-
approved sales tax that provides roughly 
$600 million a year for K-12 education 
and which was to expire in 2021. For 
weeks, the legislation languished in the 
two chambers. 

The issue divided policymakers. 
Some wanted to extend the tax without 
making any changes to policies. Others 
– and this was the prevailing sentiment – sought to “modernize” it. Some thought it’s best to increase the tax to 
a full cent; others believed it should go further – to 1.5 cents. 

Many worried about timing. Education advocates thought that the safest route was to make the changes – 
however they look – at the ballot box this year, arguing that, should voters reject it, there’s time to avert a fiscal 
catastrophe before the tax expires. The Governor’s Office hinted its preference to do it in 2020. 

But Brophy McGee and Coleman were unrelenting, and by March, the situation had changed. Leaders in 
both chambers concluded that a clean extension of the tax was the best course of action, and within days, the 
measure was on its way to the governor’s desk. 

Brophy McGee later joked that the secret to their success was Coleman’s wide, beautiful smile. 
The Best Couple award is bittersweet for both. Coleman isn’t running for re-election this year.

J

Rep. Doug Coleman, R-Apache Junction, (left) and Sen. Kate Brophy McGee, R-Phoenix 
(middle), with Arizona Capitol Times Associate Publisher & Editor Luige del Puerto 

Honorees

Honorees

Glenn Hamer

Bas Aja Tom Farley

Kirk Adams Michael Hunter

Deb and Wes 
Gullett

U.S. Sen. John and  
Cindy McCain

Sen. John and  
Linda Kavanagh

Meghaen and  
Marcus Dell'Artino

Courtney McKinstry 
and Chad Campbell

Barrett and Jen 
Marson
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Best PR Firm

veridusV eridus has time and again lived up to its name, the 
Latin source of which means a fast horse or a hunter. 

Already a powerhouse lobbying firm, Veridus 
has beefed up its communications and media arms 

in the past several years, notably with the addition of Matthew 
Benson, a former reporter for The Arizona Republic who later 
served as Gov. Jan Brewer’s spokesman.

Today, Veridus boasts of an impressive list of clients, including 
the biggest private employer of the world, Walmart.

The firm’s imprint is palpable in some of the biggest issues 
facing the state, notably K-12 education and health care. 

The firm’s lobbying and state government arm, led by Wendy 
Briggs, Jeff Sandquist, and Jay Kaprosy, is also considered among 
the best in the business.

J

very nominee in this 
category deserves 
to win, but Barrett 
Marson is simply 
everywhere.

The operator of his one-person 
shop, Marson Media, Marson is 
quickly becoming the go-to PR 
guy. He served as spokesman for 
former state legislator Debbie 
Lesko’s campaign in the special 
race to replace resigned U.S. Rep. 
Trent Franks in Arizona’s 8th 
Congressional District. It wasn’t 
Marson’s first congressional race, 
but it was his first big victory.

This year is turning out to be 
his busiest yet since leaving state 
government several years ago.

Currently, Marson is managing 
the communications of several 
candidate campaigns, including Phoenix Mayoral candidate Daniel Valenzuela. 

And, behind the scenes, he is providing public relations help in one of the biggest murder 
cases on this side of the country.

Marson knows the communications trade from the inside out. He had spent roughly a 
dozen years as a reporter covering city hall, crime and courts, and politics. He then served as 
spokesman for House Republicans under former Speaker Jim Weiers, and later was spokesman 
for the Arizona Department of Corrections.

Best PR Person 

Barrett marson E

Barrett Marson of Marson Media (left), with Arizona Capitol Times  
Associate Publisher & Editor Luige del Puerto 

Matthew Benson (left) and Annie Vogt (middle) of Veridus, with Arizona Capitol Times  
Associate Publisher & Editor Luige del Puerto

Honorees

Honorees

Matthew 
Benson

Dawn  
Penich-Thacker

David Leibowitz

Daniel 
Scarpinato

Garrick Taylor
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JBest Twitterer

Beth LewaLLenT raditionally, the 
Best Twitter 
award goes to the 
Twitter user who 

is funny, engaging, and smart. 
But Beth Lewallen has raised the bar.
Lewallen, who goes by the handle @

ItalicizedAZ, is not only funny, engaging 
and smart. Her tweets are constantly 
informative, timely, geeky and often 
incredibly hilarious. 

Who would spend the time to look 
up what “small business” actually means 
in state statutes? Yes, Lewallen does it. 

Arizona Capitol Times reporters 
follow her on social media because she 
constantly finds nuggets of information 
that turn out to be great leads for a 
political story.

Before founding Italicized 
Consulting, Lewallen served as associate vice president for government relations at the Arizona Board of Regents 
and as policy adviser at the Arizona Senate. She also worked as a legislative liaison for Maricopa County and the 
County Supervisors Association. 

She earned her master’s degree in political management from George Washington University and a bachelor’s 
degree in political science from Arizona State University.  

If you don’t find her at the state Capitol, Lewallen is most likely whale-watching in Canada.
Beth Lewallen (left) of Italicized Consulting, with Arizona Capitol Times 

Associate Publisher & Editor Luige del Puerto 

Honorees

Annie Vogt

Barrett Marson Matthew Benson

Garrett Archer Chad Guzman



Daniel Scarpinato (right), who speaks for the governor, chats 
with Alberto Gutier, director of the Arizona Governor's Office 
of Highway Safety.

Rep. Jay Lawrence is a fixture 
at Best of the Capitol.

Former Gov. Jan Brewer (left) converses with Steve Trussell, 
who is executive director of both Arizona Mining Association 
and Arizona Rock Products Association 

Sen. Karen Fann (middle) is flanked by 
lobbyist Todd Baughman and former 
Gov. Jan Brewer

Rep. Regina Cobb (middle) laughs during 
the roast portion of the awards night.

Greg Tilque of the Greater 
Phoenix Chamber 

Rep. Jill Noorgard (left) and 
lobbyist Gretchen Jacobs 
(right) joins Best Debater 

winner Rep. Eddie Farnsworth.

Annie Mooney, Vice President, Public Affairs 
& Advocacy of Phoenix Children's Hospital, 
brings a cutout of Rep. Heather Carter to 
the awards night. Carter won Best Bill Spon-
sor-House and Best Committee Chair.

Lobbyist Tom Farley (left) and Rep. TJ Shope (middle) share a light-
hearted moment at Best of the Capitol.

Annie Mooney of Phoenix Children's Hospital and Michelle January strike a pose during the reception. Rep. Todd Clodfelter (left) and Rep. Jill Noorgard.
APS government affairs representative Katie Prendergast (middle) connects with 
colleagues before the awarding ceremony.

Rep. T.J. Shope (middle) and Sen. Sean Bowie (right) chat with attendees.

Attendees react to Russell Smoldon's jokes.

Best of the Capitol 
host Russell Smoldon 
shows his cuff links. 
He won the Best 
Dressed category.
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Best Industry Trade & Professional Association

Best Charity

save our schooLs arizona 

Phoenix chiLdren’s hosPitaL Foundation

Honorees

Honorees

T he conventional wisdom on initiatives is that a 
volunteer effort has no chance of making it to 
the ballot.

And yet a ragtag group of parents and other 
K-12 advocates proved the political talking heads wrong.

Save Our Schools Arizona didn’t only successfully put a voucher 
expansion law on the ballot, officials validated its signatures at an 
astonishing 87 percent rate. 

That was just the beginning of the group’s fight to undo 
legislators’ decision to expand the Empowerment Scholarship 
Accounts, a program that provides state funding for pupils to go to 
private and religious schools. 

Voucher supporters sued SOS Arizona in court and lost – twice.  
By the start of 2018, many at the Capitol had come to admit that 

the group of political novices is a force to be reckoned with, and 
others argue that it paved the way for #RedforEd, the movement 
that compelled lawmakers to give teachers a substantial pay raise. 

Some Republicans worked to repeal and replace the voucher 
expansion law, a move that would have rendered futile SOS 
Arizona’s year-long effort to let voters decide the law’s fate. 

The group was unfazed. “Oh, we would just refer the 
replacement,” SOS Arizona spokeswoman Dawn Penich-Thacker 
said, adding that it would be “a good time, a walk in the park.” 

In the end, Republicans abandoned the repeal effort, and voters 
will get their chance to approve or reject the expansion of the 
voucher program in Arizona.

A rizona is home to some of the best charitable 
organizations in the world, and among the 
very elite is the Phoenix Children’s Hospital 
Foundation.

The foundation serves to support the work of the Phoenix 
Children’s Hospital, which officially opened its doors in 1983 
and is today one of the highest ranked children’s hospitals in the 
country. The hospital provides pediatric care in 75 specialties.

The foundation offers numerous ways to help the hospital, 
notably by raising money through its signature events, such as the 
PCH Golf Tournament, a 5K run, a dance marathon, and its Give-
A-Thon.

Save Our Schools Arizona spokeswoman Dawn Penich-Thacker (left) and other SOS Arizona  
representatives, with Arizona Capitol Times Associate Publisher & Editor Luige del Puerto  

Phoenix Children Hospital representatives led by Annie Mooney (in red), Vice President for Public 
Affairs & Advocacy, with Arizona Capitol Times Associate Publisher & Editor Luige del Puerto   
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Best Protest Event Best Grassroots Effort 

Best After-Hours Hangout 

#redFored 

durant’s 

Honorees

P oliticians have never seen anything quite like it: A sea of red snaking 
through the streets of Phoenix, heading straight for the state Capitol.

And once they reached their destination, thousands of teachers, 
students, parents and their supporters told and retold their story of what 

it’s like to be underpaid and overworked.
In the age of Facebook organizing and direct messaging, teachers mustered the courage to 

strike, march and tell policymakers that they will not take it anymore, and they achieved what 
many thought impossible – a substantial investment in teachers in the form of a real, big pay 
bump.

What the #RedforEd movement accomplished didn’t occur in a vacuum. Education has been 
the No. 1 issue in the public’s mind for a few years now. News reports regularly point out that 
Arizona hovers near the bottom rung when it comes to teacher pay and per pupil funding.

When two teachers decided to organize, they tapped into a decade of frustration and 
unleashed it. 

Seeing this sea of red forming, Gov. Doug Ducey concluded that his offer of a 2-percent 
raise over two years simply wouldn’t cut it and offered to give teachers what they sought – a 20 
percent pay raise – although it would happen over three years.

With the governor pushing and the teachers striking, it was only a matter of time before 
legislators realized they had to give educators what they’re asking for.

F ew places offer more opportunity to 
bump into a policymaker than Durant’s, 
the legendary restaurant on Central 
Avenue in Phoenix. 

What makes it so special? It does what it does best – 
great food, a cozy atmosphere and great parking.

As the veteran lobbyist Barry Aarons put it once, 
“Durant’s just keeps going.”

Since opening in 1950, Durant’s has combined great 
food, a cool atmosphere and refreshing libations in a 
way that few places can claim. And you can always spot a 
regular by the way they enter the restaurant – through the 
kitchen.

Arizona Parents for Recess

Sunrise ModificationProposition 301 
Campaign

March for out lives Hairdressers Adults with Developmental 
Disabilities Day

Best Protest EventBest Grassroots Effort

Navajo Generating  
Station Rally - Yes to NGS

Arizona Education Project

Honorees
#RedforEd organizers led by Arizona Education Association President Joe Thomas (right), 

with Arizona Capitol Times Associate Publisher & Editor Luige del Puerto (left).  
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J Best Capitol Lawn Event 

srP day

Honorees
W hen it comes to hosting a lawn event at the 

Capitol, Salt River Project does it better than 
anybody.

What began 20 years ago as an event 
meant to highlight opposition to deregulation of the electric 
industry, the SRP Day at the Capitol has morphed into a 
much-anticipated and well-attended annual education and 
thank you campaign. 

The event highlights SRP’s goal of being a resource for 
legislators, the Governor’s Office, the Arizona Corporation 
Commission, staffers, and the public on a host of issues 
important to the state, notably water, energy and the 
environment.

Optometry Day at the Capitol

Department of Agriculture’s Cow Milking Contest

REALTOR'S Day

At Bill Signing Ceremony House Speaker’s Office

Phoenix City Hall

Environmental Day

Mining Day at the Capitol

J Best Place to Impress a Client

steaK 44

Honorees

T he brothers Jeffery and Michael Mastro, along 
with their father Dennis and Scott Troilo, 
opened Steak 44 in 2014, and it quickly gained 
a reputation as an upscale restaurant that 

offers among the best dining experiences in the state.
Steak 44 beat out a tough field of competitors for the award, 

including perennial favorites, such as the House Speaker’s Office 
and a bill signing ceremony.

On Yelp, where it has a 4.5 star rating out of nearly 1,000 
reviews, customers rave about its food, atmosphere and chefs and 
staffers.

As one customer put, the restaurant is “simply amazing.”

Oliver Badgio of Steak 44 (left), with Arizona Capitol Times 
Associate Publisher & Editor Luige del Puerto
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Best Awards Event

Best Cocktail Party

arizona chamBer oF commerce and industry heritage awards

the greater Phoenix chamBer LegisLative KicKoFF

Honorees

Honorees

T hrough the Heritage Awards, the Arizona 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
honors Arizonans who have made lasting 
contributions, not just to the state but also 

nationally and internationally.
To get the award means joining the very best of what Arizona 

has to offer. Indeed, it celebrates exemplary work by individuals 
who have dedicated their lives to achieving what is best not only 
for themselves but also for their respective fields.

Past recipients of the Heritage Awards include NFL superstar 
Larry Fitzgerald, rock star Alice Cooper, the late lawmaker Jake 
Flake, Sandra Day O’Connor of U.S. Supreme Court fame, and 
legendary Barry Goldwater, an Arizona icon.

T he Greater Phoenix Chamber Legislative Kickoff provides 
the perfect opportunity to meet political leaders and hear 
about their priorities for the year.

Attended by hundreds, the Legislative Kickoff is among 
the state’s most recognizable and highly anticipated political events.

At the forum, legislative leaders candidly talk about the issues that will 
likely shape the session. Indeed, it offers the chance to interact with leaders 
before they get weighed down by the gravity of their policymaking duties.

Greater Phoenix Chamber ATHENA AwardsWalter Cronkite Award for Excellence in Journalism

Greater Phoenix Chamber IMPACT AwardsRobert Mesa Charitable Luncheon on Behalf of PSA 
Behavioral Health Agency

Governor’s Arts Awards

Christmas Party at Rose Law Group

The Rock - Arizona Rock Products Association 
Legislative Mixer

Legislative Forecast LuncheonRustler's Rooste Round-up

The Veridus Purple Party



Brought to you by:

JOIN US ON 

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1
H  6:00 - 8:00 p.m.  H

PALOMAR HOTEL
2 E. JEFFERSON ST., PHOENIX, AZ 85004

Attendance is free. The public is welcome.

Meet this year’s candidates for legislative, statewide 
and congressional offices. Interact with them 

while enjoying cocktails and appetizers.

**cash bar provided**





HELPING PROTECT ARIZONA’S FORESTS

Valley communities get most of their surface water from Arizona’s forests. Healthy forests also help 

clean the air we breathe and provide timber and wood products for homes and businesses. Plus, they 

provide serene spots in northern Arizona to enjoy nature.

Unfortunately, our forests are unhealthy and overgrown, making them susceptible to unnatural 

wildfires. Scorched forests burden our reservoirs and water treatment facilities. They can affect our 

water, air and quality of life. SRP is helping lead forest restoration efforts to protect these important 

resources from the harmful effects of wildfires. Discover more at srpnet.com/forest.



3200 NORTH CENTRAL AVENUE, SUITE 1125, PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85012 

Since 1974, the Arizona Chamber of Commerce & Industry has been committed to

advancing Arizona’s competitive position in the global economy by advocating free-

market policies that stimulate economic growth and prosperity for all Arizonans.


